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Why this SW Update
Recommended SW update on ML 300 controllers: All PPM 300, PPU 300, GPU 300 and GPC 300 with
associated DU300 delivered before 2019

The ML 300 application software runs on an operating system called BSP. BSP includes security features,
functions for cybersecurity, and other functions. As security feature requirements change over time,
DEIF generally recommends updating ML 300 products to the latest available BSP version.

Our continuous quality improvements have found an issue in the way that the internal permanent
(FLASH) memory in ML 300 is handled. This issue might cause the memory to fail over time. We
therefore strongly recommend that you update your ML 300 products with BSP version 3.0.1.0.

Updating the BSP will not impact the ML 300 application. E.g. protections, synchronisation, etc. Existing
vessels therefore do not need new approvals.

The software package (including the update procedure for the BSP, and the changelog) can be found at
ML-300 BSP update
We recommend that the crew or engineers on the vessel note the update in the vessel’s maintenance
log, and attach the software changelog
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What Is needed for this update
For this Update is needed;
 An laptop, with an ethernet poort and with Picus installed
 Bonjour running correctly
 The BSP version 3.01.0 downloaded on this laptop
 An ethernet cable that meets at least SF/UTP CAT5e specification
Picus can be found on below link
picus 1.09.0
BSP version can be found on below link
ML-300 BSP update
When following above link, just enter your email address and a download link will be send to this email
address.

Getting started
When above is all present, you can connect the ethernet cable between the laptop and one of the
controllers PCM card (slot 7).
Inside the PCM card is an 5 port switch, were you can plug in.
When the cable is connected and Picus is started, the connected units will be autodetected by the SW
by using IPV6 (no need of changing the computer IP adres)
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Step by step BSP upgrade

After opening Picus, select which units should be connected (all) (left above) and press connect (middle
below)

After pressing connect a user logon is showed, standard password for admin is 00000004 (7x0 and 4)
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Now you are connected to all units, the unit that has the green led activated is the unit where you have
acces. Change between the units can be done by pressing 2 times left mouse button.

For acces to the FW upgrade page, press tool, and at the right pull out menu press advanced.
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After pressing Advance, click again the left pull out menu, and find the Firmware icon. Pres this Icon.

On the upper left you can select which units you want to update (select all).
On the target version you can see the image version, if this is V3.0.0.0 it need to be updated.
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Press the check ready Icon, the unit check if it is available and ready for Firmware change.
The units must met the following items to be ready:
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If the unit is ready not ready for sw, because it is running or something. Please continu with the
remaining units and after that FW upgrade, swap the generators and do the same for the remaining
generator.

For upgrading the BSP, press select and choose the “ml300pcm31-bsp_gd824b40_v3.0.1.0.packet” file.
After selecting this file, the SW indicates if the FW needs to be upgraded or not.
Press the Update icon to start the update.
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The unit starts to upgrade the FW, during this upgrade the unit will restart multiple times.
It will do the upgrade for each unit separate.

After +/- 10 one unit will be completed, if there is another unit selected that unit will start.
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Good to know




The FW upgrade will not affect the configuration or the parameter settings.
During the upgrade all the units will raise different alarms
Need Support;



Clients in the Netherlands, please send an email to w.lensen@caldic-techniek.nl
Clients outside the Netherlands, please send an email to https://helpdesk.deif.com
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